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Abstract
In this paper, we propose diffuse interface models for the simulation of separated two-phase flow in
cryogenic injector. Instead of using a 4 equation model [40], we intend to improve velocity and
temperature description of the phases with 7 and 5 equation models. Then, we focus on the numerical
resolution. For the 7 equation, we apply the simple HLLC scheme [23] combined with a MUSCL
technique [35]. For the 5 equation, we derive HLLC type schemes based on different system’s
formulations. Finally, we present the numerical results obtained on validation test cases and on a
coaxial injector configuration.

1. Introduction
To help the development and enhancement of launcher propulsion systems and to ensure their reliability, we have to
study in a more comprehensive way all physical process involved in the combustion chamber. For liquid rocket
engines, this is a major issue which concerns a large variety of multi-scale phenomena such as combustion,
cavitation, evaporation, turbulence and atomization. Moreover, the complex interaction between propellants
injection, flame dynamics and acoustic modes can generate high frequency instabilities which can cause highly
destructive damages. In this study, we suggest to focus on injection which plays a key role to controlled combustion
under transient operating conditions. Indeed, the physical processes in the chamber are highly dependent on the
characteristics of the spray produced.
The Figure 1 represents the different phenomena in a coaxial cryogenic injector in subcritical conditions. Initial
breakup of the bulk liquid namely the primary atomization occurs near the injector. The formation into child droplets
namely the secondary atomization occurs downstream. Following the classification of Ishii [28], this two-phase flow
infers a dense "separated" liquid phase near the injector as well as a "dispersed" liquid phase. In the dense region of
the liquid jet, the atomization results from interaction between liquid LOx and gaseous H2 phases. The dispersion
process is due to the strong difference of velocity between the two phases. Ligaments start growing from the liquid
core because of Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor interfacial instabilities. These ligaments thus formed are
unstable and undergo breakup producing droplets when disruptive forces exceed the liquid surface tension and
viscous forces. This results in a spray of smaller oxygen droplets with final stable sizes, mainly spherical, which are
dispersed by the turbulent gas flow, and finally vaporized to feed the combustion with hydrogen H2. The gas phase is
made up with hydrogen H2, vaporized oxygen O2, and combustion products. Eventually, the resulting hot and highpressure combustion products exhaust through a nozzle at supersonic speed, thereby providing the required thrust.
A lot of experimental and theoretical are addressed for this problem but this breakup cascade remains an actual
debate. There are no sufficient results to provide parameters like the expansion angle, the penetration depth, the
droplet size distribution. The main reason is the droplets cloud surrounding the liquid core region and blocking
access to optical rays. Moreover, it is difficult to view phenomena because the length and time characteristics are
very small. Nevertheless, with recent improvements in optical ray and x-ray imaging techniques, a detailed analysis
[42] of gas liquid interface has been provided. For the MASCOTTE cryogenic injector [57], the spray was recently
investigated with a high speed camera in a backlighting optical configuration [38]. On the other hand, experiments
concerning diesel injection are gaining importance [59], [14], [44]. We expect that in a near future, spatial resolution
at the sub-micro-meter level may provide data base for cryogenic rocket engine but also for Direct Injection Diesel.
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Concerning numerical simulation, computational resources give us the possibility to view the atomization process
more accurately than before and DNS are gaining importance [22], [19], [25], [26]. A lot of works are based on the
ARCHER software [41] which combines a level set with a VOF method. In [21], DNS of two-phase flow provides
very promising results. Nevertheless, the finest scales of two-phase flow are not known contrary to Kolmogorov
scale and cannot be resolved even if the mesh size is the order of 0.35µm. Other recent works of DNS can also be
mentioned [8] but it seems that DNS is not enough mature for industrial configurations. In fact, the simulation
required in liquid propulsion as depicted in Figure 1, even only applied to one single coaxial cryogenic injector,
remains a tremendous challenge when considering atomization of the jet combined with the combustion of the spray.

Figure 1: schematic representation of a coaxial cryogenic injector
So, a lot of numerical works are based on RANS and LES approach when we consider the modelling of primary
atomization in cryogenic rocket engines or in Direct Injection Diesel. These approaches need sub-grid models which
can be derived from theoretical, experimental or DNS results [21]. Concerning cryogenic combustion the work of
[52], [55], [56] initially started for Diesel engines are very interesting. A 4 equation diffuse interface model is
combined with a sophisticated surface density equation which is a mandatory as explained in [37]. This last equation
contains source terms for creation and destruction of interface area which are closed with turbulent RANS approach.
The basis of the model has been used in [45], [36] and applied to a coaxial injector in [16]. Then new closure of the
source terms are suggested in [29], [30]. The recent work of [17] deals with the liquid jet atomization under direct
diesel engine conditions but combustion is not accounted for. A 7 equation diffuse interface model [10] with
procedures relaxation of pressure, velocity [48] and temperature [60] is used both for the liquid core and the spray
droplets. A new atomization model is formulated using two surface density equations. The closure terms are based
on RANS simulation and the turbulence is necessary for liquid and gas. They highlight that a unique surface density
equation is used in [54], [32] for the two phases. Here, two surface density equations are transported with the same
interface velocity; one for the dense “separated” phases and another one for the “dispersed” phase. The objective is
to improve atomization but also breakup modelling. In [1], a QME quasi multiphase Eulerian solver is implemented
in OpenFOAM and applied to a jet in crossflow. Comparison with experiments and DNS [25], [26] are presented.
The innovative second order closure for the slip velocity is based on transport equations for momentum, volume
fraction, surface density and liquid flux. It means a gap between fully multiphase and mixture approach since it holds
for a large range of liquid volume fraction going from dense “separated” to “dispersed” flow. Concerning Diesel
Injection, a new model is proposed in [5] and combines the 4 equation RANS approach with a Lagrangian
description for the spray into the ELSA (Eulerian Lagrangian Spray Atomization) code. Following this strategy,
works of [32] make the source terms depending on “dispersed” or “separated” topology of the two-phase flows and
they improve the definition of the equilibrium Weber number. The strategy is continuing in the RANS context with
[31] but it seems that the strong coupling between Eulerian and Lagrangian methods induces some difficulties [20].
In [25], an efficient parallel multi-scale coupling procedure between an Eulerian level set method tracking interface
and a standard Lagrangian description of small scales has been applied successfully to a turbulent liquid jet under
Diesel engine conditions. Then works [11], [12], [13] focus on interfacial area equation in the LES context and use
also accurate tracking interface methods.
In the Eulerian-Lagrangian methods sometimes associated with a tracking interface method, several difficulties arise.
The first one is due to the lack of robustness of the Lagrangian methods in the case of strong two-way coupling. The
second one is related to the statistical interpretation of numerous numerical particles produced in the atomization
area. It seems also that taking into account for the compressibility of the fluid with the tracking interface method is
not an easy task.
In the Eulerian-Eulerian methods, the principal drawback is the numerical diffusion of the interfaces. One major
advantage against interface tracking and Lagrangian methods is that models are general and fully compressible. A
second one is that Eulerian-Eulerian methods are also well adapted to parallel and time implicit computations.
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In a previous works [40], we have proposed a coupling strategy between a 4 equation diffuse interface model and an
Eulerian kinetic model for the spray. The fully Eulerian coupling between “separated” and “dispersed” two-phase
flow solvers has been implemented in the ONERA's CEDRE code [43] and has been applied to the simulation of the
MASCOTTE [24], [57], [53], [38] test facility on the 10-bar operating point corresponding to cryogenic rocket
engines under transient operating conditions as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: LES of a subcritical combustion LOx/GH2 (10-bar operating MASCOTTE 10 facility)
(Liquid oxygen in blue, hydrogen in red and flame in yellow)
In this paper, we focus on diffuse interface models for the simulation of separated two-phase flow in coaxial
cryogenic injector in order to realize in the future the same coupling strategy than before and to derive a new model
for atomization. Actually, we propose an improvement of the diffuse interface model to deal with the separated twophase flow near the injector for the liquid core. Instead of using the 4 equation model, we have selected the 7 (two
pressures, two velocities and two temperatures) and the 5 (two temperatures) equation models. The two momentum
transported by the 7 equation model [10] should give us a better description of the liquid velocity in the diffuse
interface where a large difference between liquid and gas velocities exists. The two temperatures of the 5 equation
model [39] provide an accurate description of the liquid temperature and should be able to avoid spurious pressure
oscillations of the 4 equation model due to mixing of hot gas with cold liquid in the diffuse interface. These two
models and the derivation of the 5 equation model are presented in the next section 2. Then section 3 is devoted to
build accurate and robust schemes for simulations including large difference of velocity and high density ratio
between the two phases. For the 7 equation, we apply the simple HLLC scheme [23] combined [6] with a MUSCL
technique [35]. For the 5 equation, we derive HLLC type schemes [7] based on different system’s formulations to get
the more robust scheme as possible. Finally in section 4, we present the numerical results obtained on validation test
cases and on a coaxial injector configuration.

2. Governing equations
In the framework of diffuse interface modelling which we have selected to deal with separated two-phase flows,
different level of description are available. Modelling of two-phase flows is typically based on averaging procedures
[28], [18]. In their most general form, these averaging techniques produce models characterized by two different
velocities and pressures for each phase supplemented by one or several topological equations. This is namely the 7
equation model [10], [48]. On the opposite, a very simple 4 equation bi-species Navier-Stokes system as in [40] can
also be employed. As usual, a delicate balance between the complexity of the model and its performance has to be
found. In the dense region of the two-phase flow, we propose to use a more sophisticated interface diffuse model
than previously. In this context, the 7 and 5 equation model have been selected in this paper. The 7 equation model
allows us to describe the interface between gas-liquid with two different velocities and temperatures while the 5
equation provides only two different temperatures. Besides, we point out that works dealing with liquid gas interface
simulations and diffuse interface modelling are gaining importance [49], [34].

2.1 The seven equation model
If we extend this 7 equation model to the case of multi-species fluid, mass conservation equation may be readily
replaced by mass fractions equations and the convective part of the (5+n1+n2) equations system with relaxation
pressures, velocities and temperatures source terms can be written under the form:
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The notations are classical. Firstly, # are the volume fractions of each phase ( +
= 1), # the phase densities,
# the vector velocities, # the pressures and # = )# + # /2 the specific total energies, with )# the specific internal
energies. On the other hand, , stand for the interfacial velocity and pressure:
#
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=

,

=,

# #

#-

2

The model contains mechanical effects for the pressure and velocity relaxations. Moreover the two terms
respectively for the heat and mass transfer and can be written under the form:
=. / −/ ,
=0 1 −1
3

,
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The convective part of the system can be written under the following form:
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4

For each phase k, the vector # stands for the conservative variables, 3 # for the flux vector while 4# ∙ 7 #
denotes the non-conservative part of the system. In the other hand, 5# are respectively the relaxation terms for
pressures, velocities, temperatures and free energies. The terms of the convective part of the system write:
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2.2 The five equation model
The 7 equation model contains relaxation parameters and which determine the rates at which velocities and
pressures of the phases reach equilibrium. Here we are interested in situations where relaxation times are small
compared with the other physical characteristic times. From an asymptotic analysis, one can derive a 5 equation
reduced model [39] including one equation for the volume fraction and one for the total mixture energy. This
(3+n1+n2) equation system extended here to the multi-species case will be referred to as the ‘‘(e,α) formulation’’.
# # #
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Now, we establish a formulation of reduced model using two equations of transport for the internal energies instead
of an equation for the volume fraction and another for the total mixture energy. If the different formulations are
equivalent for smooth solutions, we expect the second one to be adapted for non-conservative terms as we will see in
the next section 3. This second formulation of the 5 equation system will be referred to as the ‘‘(ε1,ε2) formulation’’.
Thus we set = G /) and = G /) where ɛ tends to zero and we look for limit equations of the 7 equation model.
In this way, we use an asymptotic expansion in terms of ɛ and we try to establish the governing equations when
) → 0. This analysis can be performed directly on the conservative form of the system. However it is more
convenient to work with the set of variables # # , # , )# , # , # and to use the quasi-linear form of the equations as
in the following. Using the notation I# /I = ∂K + # ∙ L for the material derivative, from the momentum and the
mass conservation equations, it is easily seen that the velocities # obey:
∇ #+
8
# # I# /I
# +∇ # # =
#% − #
From these last equations, we deduce the ones for the kinetic energy
# # I# /I
# /2 + # ∙ ∇ # # =
# ∙∇ # +
# ∙
#N −

# /2
#

of each phase:
9

Then from the total energy equations, we get the equations for the specific internal energies:
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and introduce the coefficients χQ , κQ for the partial derivatives:

After some calculations, the transport equations for the pressures write:
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In these last equations, we have introduced the phasic sound speed and the acoustic impedance for each phase. Then,
E# X# stand for the same quantities evaluated at the interfaces:
1
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Now, we perform the asymptotic analysis introducing the following expansion in term of ) for velocities and
pressures but also for the other variables:
G
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Then we can deduce at the order 0 the equations for internal energies and pressures:
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Then, combining the above equations, we can get the pressures fluctuations at the order 1:
XG − XG
G
G
−
= G G G G
19
X + GX G

Now, if we use the equations at order 0 for mass and internal energies, and we introduce the expression of the
pressure fluctuations, we get for example for phase 1:
)G
XG − XG
G G
G
G
+ G ∙ ∇) G " + G G
= G G G G G
20
X + GX G
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After the same manipulations for phase 2, and also using the mass conservation, internal energy equations read:
G G G
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− GX G
G G G G
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)
= G G G
"
21
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G G G
)
− GX G
G G G G
G
+
)
= G G G
"
22
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We point out that the mixture energy equation can be obtained by summing the two last equations and matches with
the classical energy equation of ‘‘(e,α) formulation’’.
G G
G G G
G
) +
)
=− G
23
Z

Finally, the 5 equation model referred to as the ‘‘(ε1,ε2) formulation’’ can be written under the form below. This new
formulation will be used for the design of numerical fluxes in the next section 3.
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3. Numerics
In this section, we propose for the 7 and 5 equation models several numerical upwind schemes in order to resolve the
systems in a Finite Volume framework. A lot of works have been recently dedicated to liquid-gas interface problems.
These types of two-phase flows exhibit strong gradients of variables and large variation of sound speed near the
interface between the phases. In this context, it is mandatory to derive accurate but also very robust schemes. The
class of upwind schemes based on the resolution of the Riemann problem seems to be a good candidate. For example
in [15], a five equation reduced model is used with a HLLC scheme. Then in [34], a “new” 6 equation (2 pressures)
hyperbolic model is proposed with a HLLC scheme and a low Mach preconditioning technique. In [49], [46], the
same 6 equation is used with an acoustic and a HLLC solver. In [60], the 6 and 7 equation models with mechanical
and thermal relaxations are solved by HLLC schemes.
For the 7 equation model, among the class of upwind schemes, we compare a VFRoe-ncv scheme [9], [4], [58] and
the HLLC scheme [23]. The VFRoe schemes are based on the exact resolution of a linearized Riemann problem
formulated in conservative variables or in any other independent system of variables. But as it will be presented in
the following, these schemes suffer from a lack of robustness. As a consequence, we propose to study different
HLLC type schemes based on the approximated solution of the non-linear Riemann problem. They seem to provide a
maximum of robustness and accuracy. In the recent past a lot of works have been dedicated to apply the class of HLL
[27], HLLC [50] upwind schemes on two-phase flow models. First of all, the HLL scheme has been applied to the 7
equation model in [48]. This scheme is very efficient for implementation but it suffers from a lack of accuracy. Then
the work of [47] has proposed to restore contact discontinuities but the scheme is based on the assumption that the
pressure and the velocity are instantaneously relaxed towards equilibrium. In [51], another HLLC type scheme has
= and velocity
=
values of the original Baerbeen derived but it is only valid for the interfacial pressure
Nunziato 7 equation model [10]. Moreover, the scheme necessitates an iterative procedure to compute the
intermediate states of the Riemann problem. In [2], a new scheme is proposed. It takes into account for the interfacial
contact between fluids
but not for the two phasic contact discontinuities
, . Finally, in [23], a HLLC
involving all the waves of the Riemann problem is proposed. Among all these schemes, we have selected this one
because it seems to be quite general and also adapted to restore a differential velocity between the two phases.
For the 5 equation model, we have presented two formulations of the system. The first one is the ‘‘(e,α)
formulation’’ and the one second is the ‘‘(ε1,ε2) formulation’’. We propose to build HLLC type schemes based on
these two formulations. The last one is very interesting and gives us the possibility to examine the most adapted
closure of non-conservative terms satisfying total energy conservation. These shock computational difficulties due to
non-conservative character of the model has to be examined carefully. This could help us to maintain positivity for
crucial variables such as density, pressure or volume fraction.
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Then an extension of the multi-slope technique [35] for this two-phase flow models and their specific variables has
been implemented. When we are interested in two-phase flows, we have to deal with high density ratios, strong
gradients and also discontinuous solutions. Nowadays, the MUSCL technique remains a good compromise between
accuracy and robustness. For this reason, we have chosen the multi-slope approach for general unstructured meshes.
As in the original MUSCL method, both a backward and a forward scalar slopes, are computed for each face of a
given element.

3.1 VFRoe-ncv and HLLC schemes for the 7 equation model
The first scheme which has implemented for the 7 equation model is a VFRoe-ncv [9] formulated into entropic
variables for sake of robustness. The principal ingredient of this scheme is to solve exactly a linearized Riemann
problem. Details for this scheme can be found in [58]. As illustrated in the left of Figure 3, the Riemann problem is
complex and involves 7 waves: [\,# , [],# , [^,# , [ . The analysis of the Riemann problem shows that the characteristic
fields associated to [\,# , [^,# are genuinely nonlinear while fields associated to [],# , [ are linearly degenerate. Based
on this mathematical structure, a VFRoe scheme in primitive variables has been proposed in [4]. In this paper, we
choose a VFRoe-ncv scheme formulated in entropic variables to reach the maximum of robustness. Actually, using
entropy equations allows us to satisfy a maximum principle on these variables when computing the solution of
Riemann problem. The computation details of the diagonalization of the Jacobian matrix into entropic variables can
be found in [58].

Figure 3: representation of the Riemann problem for the 7 equation model
Now, we describe the HLLC scheme for the 7 equation model. The non-conservative terms are decomposed into a
conservative part and another one. Following the finite volume method and integrating the system on cell gives us:
_

#

= , −`#, ⋅ [ − a

#

∙ 7b# _

25

The expressions of the conservative and non-conservative parts of the semi-discretized system are given by:
0
# # # cd,#
>
B
7
#
c
+
−
e
# #
A , # ∙ 74# = 8
`#, = = # # # d,#
9 26
#
= # # # + # cd,# − # c d A
− #
<
@
#c d

Then the integration is approximated with formula (27) where # is kept constant and evaluated at the center of the
cell regarding the non-conservative term. Then, the evaluation of flux terms `#, , b#, are performed by the HLLC
solver which is briefly described in the sequel.
_

#

= , −`#, ⋅ [ −

#

∙ , −b#, ⋅ [

27

In [23], the conservative part of the flux `#, is computed with a quasi-classical monophasic HLLC for the phase k.
Actually, the two principal assumptions of the scheme are a local constancy of interfacial velocity and pressure ,
and a local freezing of the volume fraction α inferring that α is supposed to vary only across the wave [ .Thus, two
consequences result from that. Firstly, we get a local conservative form of the Riemann problem because , are
constant and there is no difficulty to express the different terms in a conservative form. Secondly, as illustrated in the
right of Figure 3, we get two independent Riemann problems with four waves. Then to design the HLLC scheme, we
need an important ingredient which is the evaluation of velocity of the waves:
[\,# = f c\,# −E\,# , c^,# −E^,#
28
[^,# = Eg c\,# +E\,# , c^,# +E^,#
29
c
+
−
c
+
c \,# − [^,#
c ^,# + \,# − ^,#
^,#
^,#
\,#
\,# + [\,#
30
[],# =
c ^,# −
c \,# + [\,#
\,# − [^,#
^,#
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Moreover, we need to find the values of ui and pi in the star region. Inspired by the DEM [3], the interfacial velocity
and pressure read respectively (31) and (32) for ,\ < ,^ and
,\ >
,^ :
c + ^, − c + \, + [\, c \, − [^, c ^,
c =
,
= ^, c^, − [^, c^, − c + ^, 31
c ^, − c \, + [\, \, − [^, ^,
c + ^, − c + \, + [\, c \, − [^, c ^,
c =
,
= ^, c^, − [^, c^, − c + ^,
32
c ^, − c \, + [\, \, − [^, ^,
Then, the final expression for the HLLC flux can be written:
∗
∗
m\,n
= m\,# + [\,# \,n
− \,#
∗
∗
∗
∗
mG,n = m\,n + [p G,n − \,n
, [p = f [],# , [
∗
∗
∗
∗
, [q = Eg [],# , [
m^,n = mG,n + [q ^,n − G,n
∗
∗
m^,# = m^,n + [^,# ^,# − ^,n
33

3.2 HLLC type schemes for the 5 equation model
The different formulations of the 5 equation model derived in the previous section are used to build HLLC type
schemes. The first step consists into writing the integration of the system on a cell using a Finite Volume approach.
_

= , −` ⋅ [ − a r

_

34

The conservative part of the flux read respectively for the ‘‘(e,α)” and the ‘‘(ε1,ε2) formulations:
c
# # # cd
> # # # dB
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+
e
d
A , ` ⋅ [ = 8 cd + e9 35
` ⋅[ ==
) cd
+ cd A
=
) cd
<
cd @

On the other hand, the non-conservative terms are given by the following expressions:
0
0
0
0
r=8
9,
r=8
X / X + X 9 36
0
− X / X+ X
X / X+ X

If we consider the vector K constant in the cell, we can proceed to integration;
_

= , − ` + rcd, ⋅ [

37

Then the conservative part of the flux at the interface is evaluated following the HLLC scheme described below. The
wave velocities [\ , [^ , [] are computed in a classical way and the intermediate states \∗ , ^∗ in the star region read:

cd,\ − [\ u
[] − [\ t

#,\ #,\ #,\

| cd,^ − [^ u
\ + [] − cd,\ ew
{, [ −[ t
]
^
\ cd,\ − []
+ [] − cd,\ [] y
\x \ +
c
−
[
\ d,\
\
s
z
s
\v

Then the HLLC flux can be written under the form:
m\ + m^ }\ + }^ m\ − m^ }^ − }\ [\ ∗
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+
+
~
− \ +
2
2
2
2
2 \
2
}\ = € 1f [\ ,
}^ = € 1f [^ ,
}] = € 1f []

∗
^

#,^ #,^ #,^

|
^ + [] − cd,^ ew
{ 38
^ cd,^ − []
+ [] − cd,^ [] y
^x ^ +
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−

^

+ }]
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∗
\

−

∗
^
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39

For non-conservative terms, the same method as in [49] for a 6 equation (two pressures) model is used. It consists to
use the solution of the Riemann problem. First, we consider the ‘‘(e,α) formulation’’ of the model and the only one
non conservative equation for the volume fraction writes:
_

= , −v •
cd

+ rc‚d, w[

40

Then, according to the sign of the waves [\ , [^ , [] , we are able to compute:
∗
∗
•
cd =
‚ d, = cd,\ , [] , [] , c^
41
,\ cd,\ ,
,^ c^ , c
,\ [] ,
,^ [] ,
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Then combining, the two components of the mass fractions (38) in the star region, the volume fractions read:
∗
∗
5\
5^
\
^
,\
,^
∗
∗
,
5\ =
,
5\ =
42
,\ =
,^ =
∗ ,
∗
1 + 5\
1
+
5
\
^
^
,\
,^

Then, let us suppose isentropic rarefaction across the waves S„ , S… and we can deduce the real phasic density:
∗
∗
\ − \
^ − ^
∗
∗
−
=
,
−
=
43
#,\
#,^
#,\
#,^
E‚#,\
E‚#,^
Now, we consider the second ‘‘(ε1,ε2) formulation’’ of the 5 equation model. We have to deal with the nonconservative equations for the internal energy of each phase:
# # )#
_
= ,v− # †
‚ d, w[
44
# )# cd + rc
Then, according to the sign of the waves [\ , [^ , [] , we are able to compute:
∗ ∗
∗ ∗
†
=
‚ d, = cd,\ , [] , [] , c^
# # )# cd
# # \ )#,\ c\ ,
# # \ )#,\ [] ,
# # ^ )#,^ [] ,
# # ^ )#,^ c^ , c

45

∗
∗
Now we have to determine the values of internal energies in the star region )#,\
, )#,^
which are the only unknowns.
We have implemented and tested different solutions.
∗
)#,\
= )#,\ ‡ ‡f E 46
∗
∗
)#,\
= ) #,\
, ∗ ‡ ‡f ˆ 47
∗
∗
∗
/#,\
= /#,\ , )#,\
= ) /#,\
, ∗ ‡ ‡f ‰ 48

Then the option (d) is based on a close examination of the jump relation for energy:
∗
∗
∗
= + c − [\ c − c∗ , ∗ ∗ c∗ − [\ =
# # \ c − [\ = # # c − [\ ,

c − [\ −

Then let us introduce the specific volume = 1/ and write the jump relations for internal energy:
∗
∗
c∗ − c =
− , ∗− =
−
∗
∗
∗ ∗
) − ) = c /2 −
c /2 − c + c, ) ∗ − ) = + ∗
− ∗ /2 50

c + c 49

∗ ∗

As non-conservative terms are not adapted for the determination of the jump, we propose to use mixture energy:
)#∗ − )# = # + #∗ # − #∗ /2, ) ∗ = ) + + ∗
− ∗ ∗+
− ∗ ∗ /2 51

The last equality is obtained thanks to the relation YQ = YQ∗ . But, there is a problem to find vQ∗ because α varies
across S„ , S… . So the following approximation is made:
)#∗ − )# = + ∗
− ∗ /2 ‡ ‡f
52
Finally, the option (e) is based on a correction for the mixture energy for conservation:
∗
∗
∗
)#∗ − )# =
‚#,\
\ − \ /E
# − # / #,
#,\ − #,\ =
•Ž••••Z•‘
= # # )# + ’# Δ ) ,
’ + ’ = 1 ‡ ‡f
53
# # )#

4. Results
In this section, we present the numerical results obtained with the diffuse interface model using HLLC schemes
combined with the specific MUSCL technique [35]. The first part of the test deals with classical shock tube. The
second part of the test handles with two-phase flow problems including interface liquid gas instabilities and a
coaxial injector configuration based on MASCOTTE test bench [53].

4.1 Results obtained with the 7 equation model
4.1.1 Two-phase flow shock tube
For this first test case, VFRoe-ncv [58] and HLLC [23], [6] schemes have been able to perform. The Stiffened Gas
equation of state [33] has been used and takes into account for attractive and repulsive effects.
54
# = ”# − 1 # )# − •# − ”# –# = ”# − 1 ‰—# /# − –#
)# = ‰—# /# + –# / # 55
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The Stiffened Gas law is used for both gas and liquid. Parameters are summarized below for the air and the water:
”# = 1.4,
‰—# = 1000,
–# = 0
‰—# = 4000,
–# = 6. 10™ 56
”# = 4.4,

This is a classical shock tube where the two phases are simultaneously present at the same location. The volume
fraction is constant and equal to α = 0.5 everywhere in the domain. The water with density ρ2 = 1000 kg/m3 is located
on the left side and the air with ρ1 = 50 kg/m3 is on the right side. On the left side (x < 0.5) the pressure is equal to
109 Pa while it is equal to 105 Pa on the right side. The velocity is zero at time 0. The discretization is done on a 1000
cells grid and the CFL number equal to 0.0005n with n the iterations number and then fixed to 0.5. The results are
shown at time 200µs. We compare the results obtained with VFRoe-ncv and HLLC schemes. The Figure 4 plots the
evolution of the relaxed pressure and velocity. Then Figure 4 plots also the volume fraction, the density, the
temperature and the monophasic variable αkρk for each phase. Finally, we observe that even if the initial composition
of the mixture is constant, it evolves in space and time because of mechanical effects due to pressure relaxation. The
second order in space is obtained with the MUSCL technique [35]. The time integration is based on a classical
second order, two stages TVD Runge–Kutta scheme. The results for VFRoe-ncv and HLLC schemes are equivalent
in term of accuracy and allow us to validate the implementation of the HLLC scheme for the 7 equation model.

Figure 4: two-phase flow shock tube with the 7 equation model (comparison between VFRoe and HLLC schemes)

4.1.2 Shear layer instabilities test case
Here we present a shear layer test case which is representative of liquid gas interface instabilities occurring in the
coaxial injector configuration. As depicted in Figure 5, the box is 2m large and 1m high and the size mesh is equal to
4mm. We point out that an important parameter of the flow is the difference velocity between the two phases.

Figure 5: shear layer test case geometry
The Stiffened Gas law is used for both gas and liquid. The parameters have been chosen in order to reach a density of
1200 kg/m3 for a temperature of 85K and a pressure of 10 bars for the liquid oxygen. In the same way, the density is
equal to 0.86 kg/m3 for a temperature of 280K and a pressure of 10 bars for the gaseous hydrogen. These conditions
match with the injection of MASCOTTE facility at the 10 bar point. The Stiffened-Gas EOS parameters for LOx and
GH2 parameters are summarized below:
‰—# = 10112,
–# = 7.173. 10š
”# = 1.41,
”# = 1.77,
‰—# = 951,
–# = 0
57
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For the VFRoe-ncv scheme, the largest differential of velocities which has been possible to compute is equal to 300100 m/s. The top and bottom parts of the box contain nearly pure fluids. The volume fraction of the gas in the liquid
part is equal to ε=0.01 and inversely in the liquid part. We point out that this residual value fixed to ε=0.01 is too
high but it hasn’t been possible to decrease this value because of robustness. The infinite relaxation velocity has to be
used. The time step has been evaluated with a CFL=0.1. For the VFRoe-ncv, there is a real problem of robustness
when we consider the simulation of interface liqud-gas instabilities. So, the necessity of a more robust scheme seems
to be clear if we want to deal with largest difference velocity between the two phases. Only the HLLC scheme has
been able to compute this configuration of shear layer with a large differential velocity of 300-2 m/s. Computations
have been perform with and without infinite relaxation velocity. The interface is much more destabilized with
relaxation as illustrated in Figure 6 plotting the volume fraction fields. The residual value of ε in the nearly pure
fluids is equal to ε=10-3 and the initial velocity of the liquid is equal to 2 m/s. The MUSCL technique has been also
used to reach second order space accuracy. The classical Van Leer limitation has been used for MUSCL technique.

Figure 6: results for the volume fraction field obtained with the 7 equation model on the shear layer test case with
infinite relaxation velocities (left) and without velocity relaxation (right)

4.1.3 Coaxial injector (2D configuration)
In this las test case, we propose a two dimensional configuration of a coaxial cryogenic injector based on the
MASCOTTE [53] facility as depicted in Figure 7. The same fluids and parameters of the Stiffened gas law state than
previously for the shear layer have been used. The residual value of ε is equal to ε=10-6. To restore the interfacial
transfer of momentum velocities, we don’t use infinite procedure relaxation of velocities in the region of the diffuse
interface defined by 0.001<α<0.999 for the gas and 0.00001<α<0.99999 for the liquid. Results are presented in
Figure 8 for a simulation during a physical time equal to 0.01s and seem to be very promising. Figure 9 plots the
velocities of the two phases and show that the simulation is able to provide both the liquid and gas velocities. In a
near future, we expect that restoring the differential velocity between the two phases and modelling the interfacial
transfer could help us for the modelling of atomization.

Figure 7: two dimensional configuration of a coaxial injector based on MASCOTTE test facility
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Figure 8: results for the volume fraction field obtained on the two dimensional configuration of a coaxial injector

Figure 9: results for the LOx and GH2 velocities obtained on the two dimensional configuration of a coaxial injector

4.2 Results obtained with the 5 equation model
4.2.1 Water-air shock tube
The length of the domain is 1 m and initially the interface is located at x = 0.7 m. The tube is initially filled with a
high pressure liquid water and on the right side with air. This test problem consists of a classical shock tube with two
fluids and admits an exact solution. The initial condition consists in a pressure discontinuity between p = 109 Pa in
the liquid side and p = 105 Pa in the gas side. As in the previous test case, the right and left chambers contain nearly
pure fluids: the volume fraction of the gas in the water chamber is 10-8 and inversely the water volume fraction is 10-8
in the gas chamber. This computation uses a mesh with 1000 cells, with a CFL number equal to CFL =
max(0.001n,0.8) where n is the iteration number. Figure 10 displays for the different numerical methods the volume
fraction, the mixture density, the pressure and the velocity. The exact solutions are represented on these curves. The
results are shown at time 229µs and seem to be of comparable accuracy with respect to the exact solution. Figure 10
plots the results at the order 1 and 2 in space. For the monophasic variables such as the temperatures, we emphasize
that different schemes could give very different results and could lead to very different level of robustness.
Nevertheless, the formulation with two internal energies seems very promising compared to the one with the volume
fraction and total energy transport equations.

Figure 10: results of the 5 equation model on the water air shock tube at the order 1 and 2
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4.2.2 Coaxial injector (3D configuration)
Finally, we present a cryogenic injector test case based on the MASCOTTE [53] test facility configuration. In order
to reduce mesh size and solution time, the simulation is performed with a 60° sector geometry. The geometry, the
mesh and an instantaneous iso-surface of the volume fraction are presented in Figure 11. Then, Figure 12 plots the
instantaneous field for the volume fraction and the evolution of the pressure and temperature. The results seem very
promising and we point out that there are no spurious oscillations for the pressure or the temperature neither for the
gas nor for the liquid. The law state for the LOx taking into account for liquid compressibility reads:
1
1 1 + ›G œ−œG
/, = =
58
G 1 + G /−/G
The different parameters are summarized below:
œG = 10ˆE•, /G = 85’, G = 8,54. 10žŸ Ÿ / 1,

G

= 4.12 10žŸ , ›G = 1.71 10ž¡ , ‰— = 951¢/ 1/’

On the other hand a classical “perfect” Stiffened gas law state is used for the GH2:
” = 1.4,
– = 0,
‰— = 10112¢/ 1/’ 60

59

Figure 11: 3D geometry and mesh of the coaxial injector and result for an iso-surface the volume fraction

Figure 12: results obtained with the 5 equation model for the coaxial cryogenic injector (3D configuration)

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed interface diffuse models to deal with the “separated” two-phase flow in coaxial
cryogenic injector. Firstly, we have proposed a 7 equation model with two pressures, velocities and temperatures. For
this complex model, we have implemented an efficient HLLC scheme and applied to a coaxial cryogenic injector
considering the inert case. Results obtained with the 7 equation model are very promising and we expect that
restoring the differential of velocity between phases could help us when modelling the atomization. Secondly, we
have proposed a 5 equation model which has a simple mathematical structure close to the 4 equation model excepted
for non-conservative terms. To deal with these terms, we have derived a two internal energies formulation and
proposed different HLLC type schemes. This model is able to restore the correct temperature of liquid and gas in the
simulation. This will be very important in the reactive case configuration. This 5 equation model could represent a
good alternative between the 4 and the 7 equation models. It could be completed by information for the liquid
velocity. In a near future, we intend to couple these two models with a kinetic solver for the spray following the
strategy of [40] in order to deal with atomization and combustion.
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